
Email - you got a 
job for after grad 

school!

Run into your 
friend RYAN.  

You're in the same 
class & his uncle 

gave you your job.

Sitting in class, 
PROF S talks 

about the course 
details & 

expectations.  Est. 
study groups.

You, Ryan, Juli 
and Cat are in a 
group together.  

R+J know 
eachother

Syllabus question 
from JULI

R: Yes
C: Don't bother

Email Prof

Syllabus doesn't 
matter

Make an 
assumption

Ryan emails Prof 
anyway

Go to cafe

Go to gym

Go home and study

Run into Juli, chat 
with her

Run into Cat, chat 
with her

Walk into Library, 
see Ryan and Juli 
studying. You go 

say hi

You get an email 
from Prof S - 

wishes you good 
luck on midterms

Ryan asks you for 
CG notes / work 

materials from last 
semester, Juli 

says it's cheating

Give notes to 
Ryan

Tell Ryan you 
don't think it's a 

good idea

Hesitate and avoid

Ryan is happy, Juli 
is disappointed / 

frustrated

Ryan is annoyed, 
but grudgingly 

agrees

Ryan is annoyed, 
Juli is upset b/c 

Ryan is annoyed
Go to cafe

Go get food

Go home and 
take a nap

Aside #2
Talk with Juli

Talk with Cat
In class, Prof. S 
talks about the 
group project

Text from Mom

Working on group 
project with Cat 

and Ryan

Cat says Juli 
plagiarized

Talk to Juli

Redo her work 

Tweak the work 
enough to make it ok

You talk to her, 
realize the plagiarism 

comes from 
"ignorance of law"

Ryan and Cat are 
annoyed with you 
for making them 

do Juli's work

Ryan is willing to 
tweak it, Cat is a 
little ambivalent

You guys get a 
"B-" on the group 
project - not great

Go to cafe

Go to gym

Go home and study

Talk to Ryan - 
he's frustrated 

about the grade.  
Needs to do well 

in the class
Studying for finals 

with Ryan, Juli 
sees you guys in 

the library and 
comes over to say 

hi

She sees Ryan 
has a copy of LY's 
test to practice on 

- seems like 
cheating to her.  
She and Ryan 

argue, he blames 
her for the bad 

grade.

Confront Ryan - 
let's not use it.

Don't say anything 
- it could be 

helpful!

You don't want to 
use it, but Ryan 
can do what he 

wants

If your integrity is high, 
Ryan listens to you

If integrity is low, he 
rebuffs you. You're a 

hypocrite

Juli is disappointed in 
both of you

Juli is disappointed that 
you're not a better friend 

to Ryan

Post Mortem with 
Ryan - he thanks 
you for stopping 

him from using the 
test

Post Mortem with 
Ryan - he got 

busted for using 
the test - under 

inquiry

Post Mortem with 
professor - you 

and ryan are both 
caught

Post Mortem with 
Juli - Ryan got 
caught - she 

regrets not doing 
more to stop him


